Truffle Suite, a ConsenSys company, announces the 1 millionth download of its Ethereum
developer software Truffle
Truffle, a world class development environment and testing framework for blockchains, has been
downloaded over 1 million times in only three years.
PRAGUE, CZECHIA, October 30, 2018 / DevCon / PRWire
Truffle Suite, a ConsenSys company, crossed a new milestone for the Ethereum developer community:
One million downloads of its smart-contract software Truffle.
Launched in 2015, Truffle is a development suite designed to manage blockchain developers’ entire
workflow from smart contract development to front-end application, offering the most popular
development framework for building on the Ethereum blockchain based on Github stars.
The one-million download mark highlights both the explosion of activity on the Ethereum network, and
the surging interest by developers to build the decentralized applications, or “dApps” that will be a
foundational layer for a new, open Internet built on transparent networks.
In just the last three months, downloads of Truffle increased by 33 percent.

“Since the launch of Truffle, all we wanted to do was make it easier for developers to start creating apps
on Ethereum,” said Tim Coulter, the CEO and Founder of Truffle Suite. “This milestone shows that we've
done that for so many within the Ethereum ecosystem. We will continue to do that well beyond the next
ten million downloads, across Ethereum and all other distributed ledger technologies.”

Truffle also offers developers software products Ganache and Drizzle, to form an end-to-end solution for
blockchain builders. Ganache is a personal blockchain for Ethereum development, which developers can
use to deploy contracts, develop applications, and run tests. Before deploying to the mainnet, Ganache
allows users to create test environments to make sure their dApp’s smart contracts and incentive logic
make sense. Drizzle is a collection of front-end libraries that make writing dApp front-ends easier and
more predictable. Overall, there are more than 26,000 projects on GitHub that have created Ethereum
projects using Truffle. It is by far the most used development suite to begin accessing the Ethereum
network.
“This incredible milestone of 1 million downloads is just the beginning of the work we are going to do,”
said ConsenSys Vice President of Strategic Partnerships Wesley McVay. “Our next million will be
focused on improving Truffle for enterprises around the world.”
About Truffle Suite:
Truffle is the most popular smart contract development framework for Ethereum. The Truffle Suite of
tools, including Truffle, Ganache, and Drizzle, make developers lives easier by providing them with fast,
intuitive tools to help them build distributed applications quickly. Truffle’s tools are used throughout
open source communities and enterprises, allowing developers to focus on one thing: their application.
Truffle was founded in 2015 as part of Consensys and was one of the earliest tools available in the
Ethereum ecosystem.
About ConsenSys:
ConsenSys is a global formation of technologists and entrepreneurs building the infrastructure,
applications, and practices that enable a decentralized world. At the core, ConsenSys is a venture
production studio and blockchain software development consultancy creating decentralized applications
(dApps), enterprise solutions and developer tools for blockchain ecosystems, focused primarily on
Ethereum. The ConsenSys "hub" incubates and accelerates "spoke" ventures through development,
resource sharing, investments and the formation of joint ventures. Powered by smart contracts and
secured through encryption, our solutions provide the benefits of transparency, auditability, and
immutability that are unique to blockchain-based solutions.

